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A newly obtained sample of inclusive electron-nucleon scattering data has been analyzed for precision
tests of quark-hadron duality. The data are in the nucleon resonance region, and span the range 0.3 ,
Q2 , 5.0 GeVc2. Duality is observed both in limited and extended regions around the prominent
resonance enhancements. Higher twist contributions to the F2 structure function are found to be small
on average, even in the low Q2 regime of 0.5 GeVc2. Using duality, an average scaling curve is
obtained. In all cases, duality appears to be a nontrivial property of the nucleon structure function.
PACS numbers: 13.60.Hb, 12.38.QkThe interpretation of the resonance region in inclusive
electron-proton scattering and its possible connection with
deep inelastic scattering has been a subject of interest for
nearly three decades since quark-hadron duality ideas,
which successfully described hadron-hadron scattering
[1], were first extended to electroproduction. Bloom and
Gilman [2] showed that it was possible to equate the
nucleon resonance region structure function nW2n,Q2
(at some typically low Q2 value) to the structure func-
tion F2 in the deep inelastic regime of electron-quark
scattering (at some higher value of Q2). These structure
functions are obtained from inclusive electron-nucleon
scattering where the substructure of the nucleon is probed
with virtual photons of mass-squared 2Q2 and energy n.
The resonance structure function was demonstrated to be
equivalent in average to the deep inelastic one, with these
averages obtained over the same range in a scaling vari-
able v0  1 1 W2Q2, where W is the invariant mass.
Bloom and Gilman’s quark-hadron duality qualitatively
explained the data in the range 1 # Q2 # 10 GeVc2.
This relationship between resonance electroproduction
and the scaling behavior observed in deep inelastic scat-
tering suggests a common origin for both phenomena. In-
clusive deep inelastic scattering on nucleons is a firmly
established tool for the investigation of the quark-parton
model. At large enough values of W and Q2, quantum1186 0031-90070085(6)1186(4)$15.00chromodynamics (QCD) provides a rigorous description
of the physics that generates the Q2 behavior of the nu-
cleon structure function F2  nW2. The well-known loga-
rithmic scaling violations in the F2 structure function of
the nucleon, predicted by asymptotic freedom, played a
crucial role in establishing QCD as the accepted theory of
strong interactions [3,4]. However, as Q2 decreases, the
description of the nucleon’s structure cannot be expressed
in terms of single parton densities with simple logarithmic
behavior in Q2. Inverse power violations in Q2, physically
representing initial and final state interactions between the
struck quark and the remnants of the target (termed higher
twist effects), must be taken into account as well.
An analysis of the resonance region in terms of QCD
was first presented in [5,6], where Bloom and Gilman’s
approach was reinterpreted, and the integrals of the average
scaling curves were equated to the n  2 QCD moments
of the F2 structure function. An example is the Cornwall-
Norton moments of the structure function, expressed asR1
0 x
n22F2x dx [7], where x  Q22Mn is the Bjorken
scaling variable, M is the nucleon mass, and n is an integer
index. These moments can be expanded, according to
the operator product expansion, in powers of 1Q2, and
the fall of the resonances along a smooth scaling curve
with increasing Q2 was explained in terms of this QCD
twist expansion of the structure function. The conclusion© 2000 The American Physical Society
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structure function due to higher twist effects are small, so
that averages of this function over a sufficient range in x at
moderate and highQ2 are approximately the same. Duality
is expected to hold so long as O1Q2 or higher inverse
power scaling violations are small.
Substantial progress has been made both theoretically
in understanding QCD in the past 20 years and experimen-
tally in determining the scaling behavior of the F2 structure
function. Combining the latter with the new precision reso-
nance data presented here [8], it is now possible to revisit
quark-hadron duality with a more quantitative approach,
addressing the recent theoretical interest in the topic (see,
for example, [9–15]).
The data were obtained in Hall C, using the CEBAF
accelerator at Jefferson Lab (JLab). Electron beam en-
ergies between 2.4 and 4 GeV, with currents between 20
and 100 mAmps were incident on 4 and 15 cm long liquid
hydrogen and deuterium targets. Scattered electrons were
detected in both the high momentum spectrometer (HMS)
and the short orbit spectrometer (SOS), each utilized in a
single arm mode to measure the inclusive cross sections.
Nine spectra were obtained for hydrogen, covering the
invariant mass range 1.0 , W2 , 4.0 GeV2, with central
four-momenta in the range 0.3 # Q2 # 5.0 GeVc2.
The structure function F2  nW2 was extracted from
the measured differential cross section s, using
snQ4
4a2E02
 F2
∑
cos2
µ
u
2
∂
1 2 sin2
µ
u
2
∂
1 1 n2Q2
R 1 1
∏
.
(1)
Here, a is the fine structure constant, u is the electron
scattering angle, and E0 is the scattered electron energy.
R  sLsT is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse cross
sections. R will be measured at JLab [16], but is currently
unknown at the 6100% level in the resonance region for
Q2 $ 1 GeVc2 [17]. The possible variation of R ef-
fects a 2% systematic uncertainty in the extracted F2 data.
Sample nW2 spectra extracted from the measured dif-
ferential cross sections from hydrogen are plotted in Fig. 1
as a function of the Nachtmann scaling variable j  2x
1 1
p
1 1 4M2x2Q2 . It has been shown that j is the
correct variable to use in studying QCD scaling violations
in the nucleon [5,18]. The arrows indicate x  1 (elas-
tic scattering) kinematics for the four values of Q2 shown.
The solid and dashed curves are from a parametrization
[19] of deep inelastic proton structure function data at
Q2  10 and 5 GeVc2, respectively. Notice that the
resonance spectra at higher (lower) Q2 appear at higher
(lower) j on the deep inelastic scaling curve, but that the
curve generally represents an average of the data at the dis-
parate kinematics. This is a qualitative manifestation of the
original Bloom and Gilman observation.
Because the data were obtained at fixed spectrometer
angles, while varying the central momenta, the raw spec-
tra in missing mass (W2) cover a range in Q2. The spec-
tra in Fig. 1 have been adjusted using a global inclusive0
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FIG. 1. Sample hydrogen nW2 structure function spectra ob-
tained at Q2  0.45, 0.85, 1.70, and 3.30 GeVc2 and plotted
as a function of the Nachtmann scaling variable j. Arrows
indicate elastic kinematics. The solid [dashed] line represents
the NMC fit [23] of deep inelastic structure function data at
Q2  10 GeVc2 [Q2  5 GeVc2].
resonance region data fit [17] to Q2o , the Q2 value at
W2  2.5 GeV2 for each. The difference between the raw
and adjusted spectra is 3% when integrated. The sta-
tistical uncertainty in the data is 1%, smaller than the
symbols plotted. The overall systematic uncertainty in the
cross sections due to experimental considerations such as
target density, beam charge, beam energy, spectrometer ac-
ceptance, radiative corrections, detection efficiency, and
the value of R, is 3.5% and is not depicted.
To quantify the observed duality, we show in Fig. 2 the
Q2 dependence of the integral ratio quantity I(resDIS),
the ratio of the structure function F2 obtained from the
hydrogen resonance data, integrated over the region from
pion threshold to the onset of the deep inelastic regime
(W2  4 GeV2), compared to the indicated deep inelastic
structure functions integrated over the same region of j:
IresDIS 
RjW21.1
jW24.0 F
data
2 j,Q2o djRjb
ja F
scaling
2 j,Q2  10 dj
. (2)
Here, ja,b correspond to the same value of j used in
the numerator integral, which at the higher Q2 of the deep
inelastic data no longer correspond to W2  4.0, 1.1,
but to some higher W2  a,b. The range 1.1 # W2 #
4.0 GeV2 is the resonance region of the data. In all cases
but the resonance fit (discussed below), the scaling region
structure functions are integrated as a function of j at fixed
Q2  10 GeVc2. The higher W2 deep inelastic data
are, for the same region in j, at higher Q2. The integral
ratio data are plotted as a function of the fixed Q2  Q2o
values associated with the measured resonance spectra.1187
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FIG. 2. The ratios of integrals IresDIS, as defined by
Eq. (2). The DIS denominators are from the NMC (circles),
CTEQ4 low Q2 (squares), and MRS(G) low Q2 (stars),
parametrizations of deep inelastic data at Q2  10 GeVc2.
The triangles use the resonance fit as the DIS denominator.
The dashed line indicates what this ratio would be if the NMC
curve were obtained at Q2  5 GeVc2.
The uncertainties shown represent the experimental un-
certainty in the numerator integral only, obtained from the
correlated systematic uncertainties in the resonance data.
The high Q2 [above 4 GeVc2] numerator values are
generated from a global fit to inclusive SLAC resonance
region data [17] and are assigned an uncertainty represent-
ing a combination of experimental uncertainty and normal-
ization considerations involved in utilizing the older data
sets [20]. Also shown are very low Q2 [,0.5 GeVc2]
resonance data from SLAC [21].
When used to obtain the deep inelastic denominator of
the ratios in Fig. 2, the CTEQ4 LQ [22] and MRS(G) LQ
[19] scaling curves display a marked deviation from unity
which increases with Q2. This is not necessarily due to
higher twist effects, but rather to the difficulty in accu-
rately modeling the large j behavior of the structure func-
tion. With increasing Q2, the moments are determined by
a smaller and smaller region near j  1. Unfortunately,
there is a limited amount of deep inelastic F2 data currently
available at large j and x, and these curves fall below both
the average resonance data and the NMC parametrization
above j * 0.7. This discrepancy between the available
parametrizations and the data at high j and x is not new to
this work. Because we are attempting to describe a new ex-
perimental result, and a study of the available deep inelas-
tic parametrizations is beyond the scope of this paper, we
present the data in comparison to parametrizations which
are well known, commonly utilized, and readily available.1188The points on Fig. 2 labeled NMC represent ratios ob-
tained using a parametrization of lower x deep inelastic F2
data from CERN [23], which links smoothly to a global fit
[20] to higher x deep inelastic data from SLAC, in the
denominator integral. Because this is a fit to the data,
it may implicitly contain higher twist effects. Using the
NMC parametrization, the ratio (resDIS) is above unity,
but constant at about 1.2. The ratio decreases to about
1.1 when the appropriate logarthmic Q2 dependence is in-
cluded to obtain the parametrization at Q2  5 GeVc2.
This effect is indicated by the dashed line in the figure.
To obtain the points labeled resonance fit in Fig. 2, a
fit to the average strength of all the hydrogen resonance
spectra was obtained and utilized as a scaling curve. This
approach assumes duality, and therefore that the average of
the resonance data is equivalent to a proper scaling curve.
For small bins in j, resonance nW2 data were averaged,
regardless of Q2, W2. These average points were then fit
as a function of j only, and the resultant scaling curve was
obtained using a form similar to the x-dependent part of
the NMC parametrization [23]. The scaling curve denoted
resonance fit is, then,
F2  j
0.8701 2 j0.006
3 0.005 2 0.0581 2 j 2 0.0171 2 j2
1 2.4691 2 j3 2 0.2401 2 j4 . (3)
To constrain the fit in the kinematic regions beyond the
scope of the data, data obtained from [21] were also used
below Q2  0.5 GeVc2 and j  0.2. Resonance data
in the range 5 , Q2 , 8 GeVc2 were generated from
[17] and used to constrain the fit at large j. Note that
the ratio I(resDIS) in Fig. 2 comparing the resonance
strength to the resonance fit scaling curve need not be
unity here even though the curve was extracted from the
resonance data. The average scaling curve strength at any
given value of j was obtained from a kinematic range of
data at variant values of W2 and Q2 oscillating around this
curve. The individual spectra used to obtain the plotted
ratios are, however, at the indicated fixed Q2 values only.
Even at Q2 values as low as 0.5, the integrated
strengths of the spectra at fixed Q2 are within 10% of the
resonance average curve, obtained from data at numerous
W2 and Q2 values, integrated over the same region in j.
Similarly, the ratio I(resDIS) is a constant 1.2, within
10%, when the NMC deep inelastic parametrization is
utilized. Additionally, it is indicated that this latter ratio
would tend toward unity if it were possible to compare
the resonance region data with lower Q2 values of the
deep inelastic. In the QCD-based explanation of duality
(e.g., [5]), these results indicate that higher twist effects
are surprisingly reduced if the data are integrated over the
resonance region. A more stringent test of this reduction
of higher twist effects may be found in an analysis of
higher order moments due to the greater contribution, at
higher n, of larger x, j data. In a duality representation,
this motivates the need for precision resonance region
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not yet available [24].
Figure 3 shows the same duality integral ratio as in
Fig. 2, but here obtained more locally, in restricted j
ranges around the three prominent resonance enhancement
regions observed in inclusive nucleon resonance electro-
production, i.e., around the masses of the D P33(1232)
(1.3 # W2 , 1.9 GeV2), the S11(1535) (1.9 # W2 ,
2.5 GeV2), and the F15(1680) (2.5 # W2 , 3.1 GeV2)
resonances, and in the higher W2 region above these
(3.1 # W2 # 3.9 GeV2). The uncertainties shown were
computed as in Fig. 2. The latter higher mass ratios,
which compare near deep inelastic data to deep inelastic
data are essentially one and similar to the results in Fig. 2.
It has been pointed out [25] that the D resonance form
factor decreases faster in Q2 than the leading order pertur-
bative QCD Q24 behavior which the scaling curve should
reflect. A similar observation may possibly be made from
Fig. 3 where the ratio (resDIS) drops below unity in the
region 1 , Q2 , 3.5 GeVc2. The S11 region, on the
other hand, appears systematically higher than the others.
Generally, however, the lower mass resonances appear to
average to the deep inelastic strength, manifesting duality
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FIG. 3. The ratios of integrated data strength in limited ranges
of j around the prominent resonance enhancement mass regions,
to the strength from the resonance fit (stars) and NMC (squares)
scaling curves integrated over the same j regions.behavior even in these limited ranges of j at low Q2
where higher twist effects might be expected to be large.
By utilizing new inclusive data in the resonance region
at large x, it has been possible to revisit quark-hadron dual-
ity experimentally for the first time in nearly three decades.
These new data, combined with the extensive global mea-
surements of the F2 structure function from deep inelastic
scattering, allow for precision tests of duality in electron-
nucleon scattering. The original duality observations are
verified, and the QCD moment explanation indicates that
higher twist contributions to the n  2 moment of the F2
structure function are small or canceling, even in the low
Q2 regime of Q2  0.5 GeVc2. Duality is observed
to hold for local resonance enhancements individually, as
well as for the entire 1 # W2 # 4 GeV2 resonance region.
In all cases, duality appears to be a nontrivial dynamic
property of the nucleon structure function.
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